Heater Designs & Construction

- **PC**
  Partial Coverage

- **TYPE W3-A**
  Post Terminals
  Both posts on one side of gap
  Minimum I.D. - 3”
  Minimum Width - ¾”

- **TYPE W3-L**
  Fiberglass Covered Leads
  Leads exit each side of gap
  Minimum I.D. - ¾”
  Minimum Width - 1”

- **TYPE W3-KS**
  Stainless Covered Leads
  Leads exit each side of gap
  Minimum I.D. - ¾”
  Minimum Width - 1”

- **HINGED T7**
  Separate Straps
  Minimum I.D. - 1½”
  Minimum Width - 1”

- **TYPE W3-B**
  Post Terminals
  Both posts on one side of gap
  Minimum I.D. - 1½”
  Minimum Width - ¾”

- **TYPE W3-L**
  Fiberglass Covered Leads
  Minimum I.D. - 1”
  Minimum Width - ¾”

- **TYPE W3-K**
  Stainless Covered Leads
  Minimum I.D. - 1”
  Minimum Width - ¾”

Squares & Rectangles

- **TYPE W3-C**
  Post Terminals
  Both posts on one side of gap
  Minimum I.D. - 1½”
  Minimum Width - ¾”

- **TYPE W3-KB**
  Stainless Steel Covered Leads
  Lead exit opposite gap from edge
  Min. I.D. - ½” Min. Width - 1”

- **European Plugs**
  **W3-EP**
  Min. I.D. - 1½”
  **W3-EP90**
  Min. Width - 1”

- **Terminal Boxes W3-Q**
  XB Type
  Min. I.D. - 2½” Min. I.D. - 2½”
  Min. Width - ¾” Min. Width - 1¾”

- **TYPE W3-G**
  Armor Covered Leads
  Minimum I.D. - 1”
  Minimum Width - ¾”